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originate from the untrustworthy and inhuman research work of the
American scientist Alfred Kinsey, who was a paedophile, a criminal
against children, a homosexual, and so on.  Once I saw in a vision
many people, amongst whom were priests, bishops, even a Pope;
each of them had some pointed object or other, a lance or pencil,
others worked together using whole tree trunks and stabbed into the
eye of GOD. I had to hear the scream of GOD and I sensed: That
is child seduction because children are the apple of My eye! This is
done today. Not all people are wicked, there are so many blind people
who think that it is good, and that also grieves me. Let us think of
JESUS words: And if anyone causes only one of these little ones,
who believe in Me, to stumble, it would be better for them to have a
large millstone hung around their neck and to be drowned in the
depths of the sea! This also goes for anyone who passes on the gender doctrine. I know this sounds crazy but these are the facts: if teachers or educators refuse to do so, they risk losing their job. Amen!
Excerpt from the sermon of 12 November 2017

Be blessed by GOD TRINITY,
the 9 FATHER and the 9 SON
and the 9 HOLY GHOST. Amen!

Poor Souls  Near-Death Experience
Cursing of the Gender Doctrine
My beloved! I know, in the Church they celebrate the Poor Souls
Day in a rather sad atmosphere, people wearing black clothes, but
it is true what the Church teaches: they are Poor Souls who are still
in purification. Their pain is sometimes similar to that of hell but
with the difference: they know they are saved. The soul is drawn
to GOD with all her might and longing when she dies because,
after all, she is a part of GOD, GODs breath. She wants to unite
with beauty, which is GOD. But then she recognises her disfigurement through sin, which makes her feel so out of place in the
beauty and harmony of Heaven that she steps back and wants to
do penance as soon as possible. The soul herself desires this.
GOD does not yet decide. Now she cannot go back into the body,
she can no longer put on sackcloth and ashes. She can no longer
do works of penance to atone for her sins. And so she perseveres
in submission, far from GOD, in a state of unimaginable longing
for GOD, which is like a purifying fire, until her transgressions
have been expiated. When she has then been ennobled through
this pain, her Guardian Angel comes for her and leads her into
Heaven.
The Poor Souls can no longer do anything for themselves, but what
has unfortunately been forgotten, they can help us a lot. And we
are obliged to help them. We can do this by thinking about them
while asking GOD to have mercy on them, with prayers, sacralised candles, holy water  but not with the blessed water they have
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in the Church today. I am speaking of holy water. Satan once was
forced to speak out in an exorcism performed by Nikolaus Wolf von
Rippertschwand: For one drop of holy water I would slide up and
down a high pole full of razor blades! Of course, he will not receive
this drop, GODs judgement is eternal.  If you remember the Poor
Souls and help them, you can be sure that they will also help you if
you should come into this state of purification. Then you, too, will wait
with eager anticipation for someone to help you be released.
If only you could see how yearningly the Poor Souls gathered here
are waiting for our help. They depend on us. They can do absolutely
nothing for themselves. However, they can intercede on behalf of their
brothers and sisters on earth. They are great helpers of the Church
Militant. Through the intercession of the Poor Souls, even the greatest
miracles have happened. Once a Capuchin priest came to me, who
had heard that I am successful in my fight against the Evil One. He
asked me to accompany him to a house whose basement was haunted. Bottles and other things would be flying to and fro. He had been
frequently visiting the scene and prayed the exorcism against the Evil
One. For a short while there was peace, then the haunting started all
over again. So I went there with him, down the basement staircase
and there, in the boiler room, it was. GOD let me know that it was
not the devil. It was a Poor Soul. She had committed a murder at this
site and this place was her purgatory. She had to wait until someone
comes who prays for her, or asks a priest to offer a Holy Mass or otherwise. People had not understood, and considered the house haunted. I said to this soul: Be quiet now, I will go home and celebrate the
Holy Sacrifice of the Mass for you and then you will be free! They
had never heard from this soul ever since. People used to be more robust and so the Poor Souls had to draw attention in a more violent
way; they were heard to rattle chains and make all sorts of noises in
order to get help. Nowadays they have become a bit more delicate,
but they can still draw attention in this way, not in any other way.

Near-Death Experience  Being Caught Up to Heaven
The Sword-Bishop is said to have also had a near-death experience.
That is not true. I was wide awake and in thoroughly healthy when I
stood before GOD. In a near-death experience the soul or the spirit
leaves the body and then has a freedom beyond imagination. Just
when the soul or spirit leaves the body, there is nothing left that restricts, total freedom. Everything which is outside the body is bright,
and because that is so, you feel the love or presence of GOD in a
tremendous intensity, because GOD is everywhere. And yet people
often think that they are already in Heaven. Unfortunately, in their bodies, many people cannot recognise GOD any more. Many say that
they had to go through a dark tunnel and then they came into the
light. The tunnel is the body from which the soul emerges. There are
also exceptions in which certain people see their deceased relatives
who even greet them. But only very seldom will people in their neardeath experience come up to GOD, where GOD will assign them a
task for the people on earth, usually a social task or that they tell
people about their near-death experience explaining: Yes, Heaven
exists!  Then you also hear about being caught up to Heaven. We
read about it in Holy Scripture in Apostle Pauls letter. He was caught
up to Heaven and GOD gave him a knowledge along the way. As I
am much more miserable than Paul, GOD also had to give me a very
great deal of knowledge. Who does not want to believe it, let him be.
Who believes, let him believe.

Cursing of the Gender Doctrine
I will now make it official and I curse this gender doctrine in the Name
of GOD! Whoever teaches and supports the gender doctrine commits a sin that leads to death because children are the apple of GODs
eye! GOD so arranged it in man that, at a certain age, he automatically develops a sense of modesty when the sex drive is awakened,
actually even earlier. Through gender, the sense of modesty is thrown
away. GOD the FATHER has spoken.  The fundamentals of gender

